iSolved Training

Adding or Changing
a Pay Rate

There are two options for navigation:
Employee Management>Employee Pay>Salary
Type "salary" into Search the menu and look for the link listed above

You'll now be viewing the employee list. Select the employee that you would
like to add a pay rate
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You're now viewing the employee's "Salary" screen.
Click "Add New" in the blue menu in the middle of the screen

Important Note: It's always recommended to add a new pay rate versus
changing an existing pay rate. When adding a new record, the existing salary
record will be available to view at any time. This will create a history of changes
being made to an employee’s salary.
The Edit function should only be used if a field is incorrect and you need to
update it properly. If the current record is edited, the Employee Salary screen
will no longer display the information that previously existed.

For the Record Type, the options are:
Current Change for salary changes with the next pay period
Future Change if the salary change is in a future pay period. Adding the
effective date will activate the change with the future pay period

Effective Date
When adding a new hire in the system, the hire date will default as the
effective date.
For an existing employee, if the effective date is after the pay period end date,
the employee will not be paid the new rate.
For employees with multiple salary records due to rate changes, the effective
date will be used to determine which rate should be used. Again, this will be
based on the current payroll beginning and end dates.
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You are able to add a Change Reason, although this is optional
Pay Type
Below are the most common Pay Types available:
Hourly: Requires hours/dollars to be entered during time entry for the
employee to get paid
Salary: The employee will automatically be paid when a regular payroll is
being processed with the amount entered in Per Pay Salary
Note: Salary employees will only be paid if the Effective Date is within the
Pay Period
Pay Group
An account may have one or multiple pay groups. The pay group selected
will determine on which payroll schedule the employee will be paid, such as
weekly or semimonthly. When making changes to an employee, the pay
group will default to the employee’s current pay group, but can be changed
at any time.
Frequency
The frequency will default to the payroll frequency associated with the pay
group.

Normal Hours
The Normal Hours field will default based on the frequency selected, and
can be changed if necessary.
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You'll most likely be entering an annual salary, or an hourly rate. Only add
one of the categories and the system will calculate the others.

Annual Salary
By entering the Annual Salary amount in this field, the Per Pay Salary and
Hourly Rate will automatically populate based on the annual salary amount
entered.
Hourly Rate
By entering the Hourly Rate amount in this field, the Annual Salary and Per
Pay Salary will automatically populate based on the hourly rate amount
entered.
Notes
This field is optional but can be used for any notes applicable to the
employee rate change.
Create “Change in Normal Hours” Life Event Record
One of the many life events is Change in Normal Hours, and this change
may trigger an employee to be eligible to enroll for benefits. When this box
is checked, the life event record will automatically be created and may
cause the employee to become eligible to enroll in a benefit plan. For
example, if an employee was only working 20 hours a week and now they
are working 40 hours a week, they may now be eligible for benefit plans.

Once you click on Save, a new record will be added at the top of the screen.
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